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ABSTRACT
MIFTAHUL IZZA DARYANI. A 320 060 034. ESCAPING FROM DEATH
REFLECTD IN DAVID R. ELLIS FINAL DESTINATION 4 QOBq)
MOVIE: PSYCHOANALITIC A?PROACI{. RESEARCH PAPER.
SCHOOL OF TEACIIER TRAINING AND EDUCATION.
MUIIAMMADIYAH UMI'ERSITY OF SURAKARTA. 201I.
The major problem of this study is how arxiety is reflected in th€ major
chamcter"s personality. The aim of this study is to analyze David Richard Ellis's
Final Destination 4 based on the structual €lements ard the development of
personality ofthe major character based on Psychoanalltic Approach. This study
focuses on the major aharactel, mmely Nick Obanon,
This research is qualitative research. The data of the study are text and
image taken ftom two data sources: primary and secondary. The primary data
source is the Final Destination movie diected by David Richard Ellis released in
2009. While the secondary data sowces are other materials taken from books,
journals, and intemet related to the study. Both data are collected through library
rcsearch ald analyzed by descdptive analysis.
The study comes to the following conclusions. FiNt, based on the
structural analysis of each elements, it shows that the character and
chancterization, casting, plot, setting, poinl of view, theme, mise-en scene,
ainematognphy, sound, and editing are related to each other and form a unity.
Second, based on the psychoanalpic perspective that the problems of the major
chaxacter cause the conflict of his mental condition. It happens when there is
contradictioir between hl, Ego, and Superego and it brings him into arxiety.
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